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“Behemoths are getting bigger
while hotels are trying to take
ownership of their distribution”
When we launched the Direct Booking Summit back
in 2016, it was clear we’d started something special.
Fast-forward to Amsterdam in 2018 and the Summit is
attracting hundreds of hoteliers hungry to come together,
learn and drive the industry forward.

18
Talks, panels and
workshops

This year, we pushed ourselves even further with our
biggest event yet. Over two sunny days in the Netherlands’
capital, we heard from key players such as Airbnb, Google,
TripAdvisor, Starwood, Barceló and a whole host of savvy
independent hotels. For the first time, Triptease’s own

28
Speakers

Chief Product Officer showcased our industry-leading
research with a workshop on the ‘digital consumer journey’.
For us and many guests it was the highlight of the event:
learning from hoteliers and sharing ideas about how we can
provide the best solutions to meet the challenges of today’s

225
Attendees

online travel landscape.
The Direct Booking Summit: Europe 2018 marks another
exciting milestone in the Direct Booking Movement, a

98%
Satisfaction with hosts

cause which feels more invigorated than ever. We learned
so much from our speakers and delegates, and we’d love to
share those learnings with you here.

Guest satisfaction score

Charlie Osmond
Chief Tease of Triptease
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#4 Treat web chat as a VIP
service

Europe 2018:
Takeaways

To increase your conversion rate, consider investing in
a real human chat first, then automate standard tasks
by using bot technology. Utilize it to support agents

#1 People don’t buy what you
do, but why you do it
Geoff Andrew of WorldHotels shared his key strategy
for independent hotels competing against large chains:
‘discover your hotel’s DNA’ and deliver a compelling
Brand of one: How can an independent hotel
compete against large chains?
Geoff Andrew, CEO WorldHotels

brand story consistently to your guests. He revealed
80% of travellers will get acquainted with a hotel brand
before even searching for a website.

Bot vs. human: Which chat is right for my hotel website?
Stephan Keschelis, Vice President E-Commerce & Digital
Transformation NH Hotel Group

Hoteliers everywhere struggle to get Marketing,

If you don’t have context behind the numbers, they’re

Digital and Revenue teams on the same page. To

not going to tell you anything. To obtain truly tangible

overcome miscommunication, our panel advised

insights, compare meaningful metrics rather than just

distribution costs and finding a key KPI around
which to unite your teams.

What hoteliers need to know about Airbnb
Robin Clifford, Host Operations Lead, Northern
Europe Airbnb

should still be personalized to feel exactly like one.

Robin Clifford
Host Operations Lead Northern Europe, Airbnb

#5 Data without context is
useless

Improving the relationship between Marketing, Digital & Revenue
Oliver Geldner, Taktikon AB, Patty de Gruiter, EHPC
Sebastian Arnshelm, Nobis, Sam Riches, The Curtain

Despite not providing a real human interaction, chatbots

“For guests, hotels are the gateway
to experiences.”

#2 Creating a cohesive
environment is essential

strategizing together, sharing responsibility for

without replacing them, says NH’s Stephan Keschelis.

counting your pageviews. Create custom segments
and find out how website visitors interact with

Smart tricks to capitalise on Google Adwords
Barbara Pezzi, Freelance Consultant - Digital Analytics & Search

channels at every stage of their online journey.

#3 Embrace your sense of
community

#6 Always keep the guest in
mind

Destination marketing isn’t just a buzzword. Integrate

In order to drive customer loyalty and improve online

location into guest experience. Get knowledgable

reputation, every decision has to revolve around the

about the hotel’s immediate neighbourhood and local

guest. Define a managment response strategy, drive
visibility and revenue through reviews, and implement

experiences. Whether you take advantage of Airbnb’s
platform or not, cultivating a sense of community is key
to competing in many online marketplaces.

Utilising guest feedback to drive direct bookings
Danica Davis, Product Specialist ReviewPro

an in-stay strategy to collect feedback on the property.
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How did you go about selecting your CRM provider? What was
the criteria for selection?

“

You asked, we answered.

“

This year, we launched a Direct Booking Summit app for the guests to stay on the top of our busy agenda,

I personally wasn’t involved in defining the original criteria for CRM

share pictures and ask questions. Let’s talk a look at some of the converstions between hoteliers.

provider selection at The Hoxton, but these are the criterias I’d look at:
1. How easy is it to use?

I work for a hotel in Brussels. After the terror attack, we saw
an almost unnatural reaction by hoteliers lowering the rates
and turning back to promotional campaigns via OTAs. How
do you change this behaviour?

Digital Manager,
Ennismore
The Hoxton

2. Is it an inspiring and supportive partner?
3. Can it provide us with the dashboard reporting that we need?
4. Does it allow clear A/B email testing and personalization?
5. Does it integrate with PMS, WiFi portal, website, Evernote, etc.?

“

6. Is it able to merge guest profiles properly?

One thing you could do is to analyse your upsell revenue per channel. We
see hotels making EUR 10-20 per inbound booker. Knowing this variable

“

Where should the chat be positioned on the hotel’s web page?

“

“

Ellen Pickett

per channel can help you with the yielding of choosing the best channels

Erik Tengen

to drive the most profitable guests to your hotel. Hope this helps!

Co-founder, Oaky

Stephan Keschelis

I want to change my PMS for an independent hotel.
Something Cloud-based. Any suggestions?

being the answer to whether the chat is proactive or reactive.

Vice President E-Commerce &
Digital Transformation,
NH Hotel Group

“

“

The answer to this depends on different variables, one of the main ones

Proactive live chat can “pop up” across different points of the visitor’s online journey.
MEWS are good. They also interface with Duetto, which is always a plus!

Eric Rogers

Reactive chat normally “sits” in the corner of a web page, waiting for the visitor to click
and connect. There are three key elements to making chats work:
1. Chat should be available at all stages of your website’s conversion funnel. Guest

Sales Director Benelux
& France, Duetto

might have questions at any point of the journey!
2. Chat should respond intelligently to the guest’s individual experience. Proactively
initiating a chat can be really effective, especially when the guests’ onsite behaviour

I’ve heard good things about MEWS. SiteMinder works with about 250
PMS (many of which are Cloud-based).

qualifies them for an offer.

James Bishop
Vice President, Sales EMEA, SiteMinder

3. Chat automation enables hotels to provide personalized service to the guests
without requiring any staff involvement. At Triptease, we are acutely aware of the
challenges of making a live chat work inside a busy hotel, that’ why we built our
Autoagent. It will handle the majority of guest’s questions or otherwise keep them

You might want to look at softmogul.com as well. I am not 100% familiar

James Napier
Director, Informhotel

with it, but it’s industry friendly.

warm for you to return to when you can!
Contact our team to request a test for your hotel website: info@triptease.com

Triptease Team
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“It was my first time attending and what a great event! So much
energy, positivity and focus on what can be achieved together;
rather than blaming OTAs and focusing on what can’t be.”
Darryl Walker
Head of eCommerce and Distribution
SACO and Locke Hotels

Top: Triptease team hosted the event in
NH Collection Barbizon Palace
Left: Katie Wilson & Lucy Baker White
Triptease
Middle: Charlie Osmond Triptease
Right: networking break at the mezzanine

Above left and middle: the guests happily
participated in various talks, panel
discussions and interactive workshops

Bottom left: Ellen Pickett The
Hoxton won the best DBS picture
contest running on Twitter

Above right: Gopakumar Menon
Highgate Hotels & James Bishop SiteMinder

Bottom middle: Shanaka Perera
Minor Hotels

Right: Camilla von Guggenberg Fred. Olsen
& Adrian Hands Tripadvisor

Bottom right: Joe Pettigrew
Starwood Capital Group
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#DirectBookingSummit
Party
Networking by day, partying by night. Direct Booking Summit guests went on a relaxing boat tour around
Amsterdam’s famous canals before docking by the doors of A’DAM Toren. The party of the summer
included jaw dropping views, a DJ and a photobooth providing some hilarious memories to take home.

Left: A local band performed
catchy jazz tunes while
the guests enjoyed the
refreshments
Right: Michael Schäffner
Duetto, Moroni van
Ardennen Victor’s ResidenzHotels & Erik Tengen Oaky

“The party was epic!”
Michiel Bogaert
International Hotel Management Group

Above left: we took our guests to a private boat tour across the
famous Amsterdam canals before sailing to the party vanue
Above right: Jim Muir Best Western Hotels GB, Danica Davis
ReviewPro & Rob Paterson Best Western Hotels & Resorts
Right: Alexandre Gras Thon Hotels, Shanaka Perera Minor Hotels,
Emily Assender Triptease & Romain Gilles Thon Hotels

Above left: the open bar offered masterfully
mixed cocktails all night long
Above right: we took our guests from the
boat to the doors of A’DAM Toren
Left: a golden pineapple is a symbol of
hospitality and a lucky charm of the Summit
Right: Aleksandra Ayvazova BT Hotels
Collection, Dessislava Kinova BT
Development Services & Rob Paterson Best
Western Hotels & Resorts

Above left: Helle Skou Nørby Small Danish
Hotels, Karina Living & Karen Nedergaard
Absalon Hotel Group
Above middle: Wilma Vanni ReviewPro & Enzo
Aita RateGain
Above right: Adrienn Miskovics, Eva Svirzsovics
& Barbara Ékes Danubius Hotels Group
Left: Sofia Munthe Amrâth Hôtels, James
Osmond Triptease, Katie Wilson Triptease,
Lisanne van den Brink Hapimag & Alice Carreau
AccorHotels
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See you in Dallas

Thank you!

Direct Booking Summit: Americas
3-4 October 2018

The Direct Booking Summit Series wouldn’t be possible without the support of our
great sponsors, insightful media partners and incredible speakers.

Over 25 talks, panels and workshops.

Sponsors

Case study-based learning from the world’s leading hoteliers.
Networking access to hand-picked solution providers.
A (legendary) after-party.
Information and tickets at directbookingsummit.com
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WorldHotels
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Europe Hotels Private Collection

Alex Obertop

SIDE Hotel Hamburg
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Airbnb

Tim Davis

PACE Dimensions

Rob Fleischer

GuestScores
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Thomas Magnuson
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Phil Ford
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TripAdvisor

Charlie Osmond
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Marta Varela

Barceló Hotels & Resorts

Darryl Walker

SACO

Satyan Joshi

Google

Barbara Pezzi

Freelance Digital Consultant

Ludovic Cacciapaglia

InterContinental Hotel Group

Alasdair Snow

Triptease

Erik Tengen

Oaky

Danica Davis

ReviewPro

Joe Pettigrew

Starwood Capital Group
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@bookingsummit

See you in Singapore
Direct Booking Summit: APAC
27-28 February 2019
After two sellout years in the America and Europe, we can’t wait to launch the Series
in APAC region. We’ll be finalising the agenda and the list of speakers over the coming
months, so stay tuned for exciting further announcements!
Information and tickets at directbookingsummit.com

@bookingsummit
hq@directbookingsummit.com
www.directbookingsummit.com

@triptease
info@triptease.com
www.triptease.com

#DirectBookingSummit
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